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The present growth of the American highway system presents a 
staggering problem to the highway designer. The increased and urgent 
demand for more highways, capable of accommodating traffic loads that 
01. 
are constantly increasing, combined with the increased construction cost 
of highways, behooves the present day highway designer to envision 
future highway problems that will arise. These future problems are 
numerous and complex; however, it seems the primary problem is the 
selection of a surfacing material that wil1 withstand projected traffic 
loads with a maximum economy of construction and future maintenance costs. 
Concrete at the present time is the most satisfactory material available 
for high-type highway surfacing. The initial cost of a concrete pave-
ment is comparitively high, but a longer life and a lower maintenance 
cost offset this to some degree. In addition to its structural strength 
and durability, a concrete pavement has the advantages of a low tractive 
resistance, smoothness, a minimum of noise, freedom from dust, and good 
visibility for night driving. 
The first piece of concrete pavement was laid in 1865 in Iverness, 
Scotland. This was an experimental section about 150 feet long. 
The first all-concrete pavement in the United States was laid in 
Bellefontaine, Ohio, in 1893. In this early experiment the pavement 
was laid in blocks about 5 feet square, and although the resulting 
numerous joints were objectional, and perhaps unnecessary, the pavement 
has given satisfactory service and was still being used in 1942. 
Similar experiments followed in other cities with equally good 
results, and the use or various types or concrete pavements tor city 
streets soon became quite popular. However, the real growth in the 
use of concrete for pavement came with the demand for a high-type 
pavement for highways. This was the direct result of the increased 
use of automobiles and the rapid destruction of existing roads. 
This destruction of the existing roads is recognized as a 
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serious problem. Inherently it is the problem of designing a pavement 
that will. endure the loads that are imposed upon it. 
The research and development of concrete pavements, associated 
with the several decades it has been widely used, has added greatly 
to the wealth of knowledge the present day highway designer has at 
his command. However, with all the information available there still 
exists a great divergence of opinion among highway designers as to 
the proper design of concrete pavements. Various methods are employed 
to determine the slab thickness, use of reinforcement, spacing of 
joints, and the many closely allied details connected with concrete 
pavement design. At the present time no method is available that will 
completely develop the many inherent advantages that concrete offers as 
a paving material. The present highway designer uses concrete more 
as a surfacing material rather than the structural medium where its 
greatest value could be utilized. 
A concrete pavement, if adequately designed, could be destroyed 
onl¥ by wearing away the surface, and would remain in the original. 
poured condition for many years. A short ride on and a brief inspec-
tion of any concrete pavement over ten years old is adequate evidence 
that, up to the present era in concrete highways, the ideal development 
of concrete as a paving material has not been reached. The surf ace is 
rough, and the effect is transmitted to the driver and passengers in 
the car. A cursory examination of the condition of the concrete lfi1J. 
usually reveal numerous cracks running in various directions. 
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The rough riding surface of the pavement is primarily a result 
of joint movement after the slab has been poured. Joints are essen-
tially a plane of division which divides a long strip of pavement into 
shorter individual slabs. The fwidamental purpose of a joint is to 
limit the dimensions of the slab in order to control the stresses that 
will be imposed upon it. 
Joints may be classified in several different manners. A 
classification based on the purpose a joint performs gives the follow-




An expansion joint provides a space between adjacent slabs. This 
space permits the slabs to expand or close together without any 
appreciable restraint against slab movement. The joint is constructed 
by leaving a space between the slabs, this space being filled with a 
compressible material. This material prevents infiltration of in-
compressible foreign material into the joint which would destroy its 
purpose. 
Contraction joints are used to relieve tension stresses resulting 
from a decrease in lengths of adjoining slabs. The most common type 
contraction joint is constructed by forming a groove in the pavement 
surface to a depth of about one third the thickness of the pavement. 
This groove forms a plane of weakness which will induce cracking at 
the desired point, instead of cracks occurring at random locations. 
The groove also provides a space to fill with bitumen material to 
weatherproof the joint. 
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A warping joint is any type of joint which will relieve the 
restrained warping or curling of the slab. Since the only requirement 
for this is a joint which will permit a reasonable degree of hinge-
like flexibility, either the contraction or expansion joint will 
serve as a warping joint. 
Evidently the riding surface of a concrete pavement could be im-
proved either by increasing the distance between joints, or by pre-
venting movement of one slab face with respect to an adjacent slab face. 
The latter possibility is essentially a problem concerning sub-
grade quality, which is beyond the scope of this investigation and 'Will 
not be discussed further, except to briefly discuss the relationship 
between a poor subgrade, and the rough riding surface of the highways. 
Any joint extending the full depth of the slab causes an area of 
wealmess in the pavement. This plane of weakness can be transmitted 
to other sections of the slab by joint pumping. Joint pumping is the 
vertical movement of pavement edges at a joint and the accompanying 
displacement of the subgrade which has become mixed and suspended in 
water. The water has usually gained entrance to the subgrade through 
the joint. Pwnping extended. over a long period of time can remove a 
sufficient quantity of subgrade from under the slab, so as to leave 
the slab unsupported for some distance back from the joint. This 
may result in a crack forming farther away from the joint, where 
pumping action could start again. This process repeated several times 
could completely destroy the pavement for vehicular traffic. 
Ref erring back to the cracks that were discovered by a brief 
examination of the pavement, reveals the greatest detterent to 
the use of concrete for highway pavements. Although the cracking 
doesn't prohibit using concrete as a pavement, this cracking reduces 
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the effective life of a pavement by a conservative estimate of perhaps 
300 percent, and increases the cost of maintenance many-fold. 
What is the cause of this detrimental cracking in concrete pave-
ments? The stress inducing forces are widely recognized, and exten-
sive research to determine the magnitude and distribution of these 
forces has brought about a fine understanding of their affect. As 
previously mentioned, no satisfactory and economical design has been 
effected to cope with all the stresses a concrete pavement is sub-
jected to. Why, with all the knowledge available, hasn't some tech-
nique been developed to prevent this misuse of concrete? Basically, 
the problem originates from one of the physical properties of concrete 
itself. This property is the resistance of concrete to tensile forces, 
Concrete can withstand approximately ten times the load, per unit of 
area, in compression than in tension, and most failures of concrete 
pavements are a result of excessive tensile stresses. 
The tensi1e stresses are induced primarily by three forces. These 
forces being as fol.lows: 
l. Contraction of the slab from temperature changes. 
2. Warping of the slab from temperature and moisture 
differentials existing within the slab. 
J. Vehicle loads. 
A change of temperature in concrete is accompanied by a change 
in the volume. When this situation exists in a concrete pavement, 
frictional forces between the slab and the subbase resist the move-
ment of the slab to accommodate the volume change. This results in 
tensile stresses being formed at nearly atll points in the slab. Con-
traction joints aid in keeping the stresses within an allowable 
range; however, the disadvantages of any joint have previously been 
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discussed, so they obviously are not a satisfactory solution. Other 
techniques to resist these stresses have been used and will be discussed 
later. 
Warping stresses are developed any time a moisture or temperature 
differential exist within the slab. A slab will warp whenever one 
layer contains more moisture than an adjacent layer. This is explain-
ed by the volume change in a concrete slab corresponding to a change 
in moisture content of the slab. If one layer contains more moisture 
than an adjacent layer it will have a differential length change. 
This differential length change will cause the slab to warp. If the 
top of the slab contains more moisture than the bottom of the slab, 
warping will be downward, and vice versa. A temperature differential 
within the slab causes warping in a manner similar to moisture warping. 
If the top of the slab is at a lower temperature than the bottom, the 
top of the slab will contract more than the bottom, causing the slab 
to warp up. Dovmward warping will occur when the bottom of the slab 
is at a lower temperature than the top of the slab. Tensile stresses 
are developed from either temperature warping or moisture warping, 
since the weight of the slab resists these types of warping. 
Vehicle loads would produce no stress if the slab and subgrade 
remained in the same respective position as when they were poured. 
However, as previously mentioned, displacement of the subgrade permits 
the formation of detrimental tension stresses in the pavement. This 
happens as the slab is not supported where the subgrade has been removed, 
and bending or flexural stresses are induced when a wheel load moves 
over the unsupported section of the pavement. Tensile stresses from 
bending are also produced when the slab warps away from the subgrade 
and vehicle loads move over the unsupported action. 
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The methods used to control cracking in pavements are quite numer-
ous. Increasing the slab thickness, aids in controlling stresses devel-
oped from vehicle loads; however, the increased slab thickness does not 
eliminate tensile stresses caused from the slab contracting or warping. 
Actually the thicker slab will increase the stresses that crack the 
pavement, because the increased weight causes a larger frictional 
force to develop between the slab and the subgrade resulting in higher 
stresses developing before the slab can contract or expand from a tem-
perature change. Increased warping stresses result from the additional 
weight resistance of the heavier slab to warping. 
Probably the most effective technique to control cracking has 
been in the use of steel rods or wire to reinforce the concrete. When 
the concrete bonds or adheres to the steel reinforcement, the two diff-
erent materials function as a homogeneous structural member. Stresses 
that the concrete had to resist before it was reinforced can be parti-
ally transmitted to the steel. Steel will resist large tensile stresses 
before failing, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the slab, when 
the steel is carrying part of the load. Creep or plastic flow, a term 
used to describe the deformation of a material with no increase in the 
stress, helps the transfer of a load £rom the concrete to the steel. 
Concrete has relatively more plasticity than steel. Therefore, when 
a force produces stresses that are in the plastic range for concrete, 
the concrete will deform, with no stress increase, more than the steel, 
permitting a larger portion of the load to be resisted by the steel. 
This arrangement of steel and concrete for highway pavements still 
does not eliminate tensile stresses from developing in the concrete. 
Any of the stress inducing forces previously mentioned may produce 
stresses large enough to crack the concrete. The steel will merely 
prevent an immediate and complete failure of the pavement by holding 
the slab together. Numerous repetitions of opening and closing the 
crack that has formed, will wear away the material allowing the crack 
to grow larger. As this happens, slab pumping could begin and the 
original smal.l hairline crack might become a larger crack, requiring 
expensive repairs. 
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The latest development in concrete pavements is in the field of 
prestressed concrete. The term prestressed concrete is used to desig-
nate a concrete body that has been subjected to a predetermined amount 
of compressive stress. A limited amount of investigation has been done 
in the field of prestressed concrete pavement, the majority of this 
being in foreign countries. To the writer's knowledge no satisfactory, 
adequate and economical method has been perfected for prestressing 
long sections of concrete highway pavements. 
Two methods are available for prestressing concrete members, 
these methods being as follows: 
1. Pre-tensioning 
2. Post-tensioning 
In the former method the steel, usually in the form of individual 
wires, is first stressed between fixed abutments. The concrete is cast 
and allowed to harden after whioh the wires are cut at the end faces 
of the section. Prestress is often maintained without special anch-
orage through the bond between concrete and steel and also because 
the wire ends, when cut, expand slightly laterally in view of the loss 
or stress and become conical, thus wedging against the concrete. 
In post-tensioning, wires are used in groups usually called cables, 
that consist of a nwnber or individual parallel wire:s, not in contact, 
but with predetermined spacing from each other. Voids are cast in the 
concrete after which the cables are drawn through. other ways to 
position the cables are being developed, but are too numerous to make 
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a detai1ed explanation of individual methods. After the cables are 
positioned, they are tensioned by jacking against the hardened concrete. 
The obvious advantage of post-tensioning over pre-tensioning is the wire 
or cables need not be straight, but may be bent up or down at any desired 
point. The greatest disadvantage is the special connections needed to 
keep the cables tensioned. 
What advantages would prestressing a long strip of highway pave-
ment offer? Theoretically the effective use of prestressed concrete 
for highway pavements appears to answer the designers needs. As 
previously mentioned, concrete is much stronger in compression than in 
tension, therefore the prestressing would not adversely effect the con-
crete, if the compressive stresses were kept within the allowable range. 
The possibility exists that the proper amount of prestress could be 
placed on a pavement slab, so that when any combination of stress pro-
ducing forces were acting on the slab, neither the concrete in tension 
or compression would be overstressed. This, of course, is an ideal and 
theoretical conception that could materialize only by an exhaustive 
investigation into the realm or prestressed concrete pavements. 
Small hairline cracks that might form in the concrete, produced by 
excessive tension forces, would be immediately closed upon removal of 
the force causing the cracks. This would prevent water and other foreign 
material from entering the small crack, and eventually rupturing it into 
a wide crack where destructive joint pumping could begin. 
The purpose or this investigation is to determine, by tests con-
ducted on slabs or air-entrained concrete placed on a prepared sub-
grade, the daily cycles or length changes with temperature variation, 
and also to determine the long time changes in length of slabs with 
moisture and evaporation variables approximating those of normal con-
crete pavement slabs. Each slab will be subjected to a known imposed 
and relatively constant average intensity of prestress. 
The slabs w.i.11 be of air-entrained concrete with two thicknesses 
10 
of 5 1/2 and 8 inches. One slab ot each thickness shall have an imposed 
stress of 0 1 100, JOO or 500 pounds per square inch. A detailed 
drawing of a typical slab is shown in Figure l. 
A secondary objective of this investigation shall be to determine 
changes in one-directional warping and strains along the length of 
these short sections of narrow pavement slabs under the different 
intensities of known prestress for daily and seasonal cyclic changes 
in slab temperatures and moisture. 
- T 
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NOTE FOR ADOITIOHAL IHFORMATlON 
OH DETAILS SEE FIGJRES 3 8 4 
OR TABLE. 6· 
FIGURf I. - DETAILS OF SLAB# WARPIHG PLUGS 1 L£H(,TH CMAHGE PWGS 1 AHO TEMPERATUftE WELLS. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Length Change !!!. .!_ ~· - Length changes in a concrete slab may 
generally be divided into two classes. These two different, but inti-
mately related classifications are; long time length changes, and length 
changes over short periods of time. A lmowledge of the behavior o.t a 
concrete pavement slab with respect to these two subdivisions is essen-
tial. before a successful prestressed concrete pavement design can be 
contemplated. A brief sumnsry of the theory of prestressed concrete, 
and plastic flow of a concrete member under load will reveal the need 
.tor this lmowledge. 
A concrete member is prestressed by subjecting it to a compressive 
force before any live load is imposed upon it. This prestressing is 
to utilize the higher compressive strength of concrete, when the member 
is subjected to a tensile stress. After the concrete has been pre-
stressed., plastic now, extended over a period 0£ time, could relieve 
the prestress in the member. This loss of prestress could cause the 
slab to function as a plain concrete slab, and permit cracking in the 
pavement from excessive tension stresses. 
Plastic flow in concrete specimens, loaded to 50 percent of their 
allowable stress, has been found to increase the strains by 100 percent 
over values predicted on straight line or elastic variations of strain 
with stressCl). At higher stresses this effect is even more prono\Ulced. 
(l) Urquhart, 0'Rourke &: Winter, Design of Concrete Str-.ictures, 5th 
F.d., McGraw-Hill, 1954, PP• 124-125. 
Obviously this factor must be given some consideration in the design of 
a prestressed pavement, although stresses of a lower magnitude probab:cy 
could be successful.ly- used in prestressed highway pavements. 
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Another factor, relative to long time length changes, that demands 
attention, is the effect ot slow growth that takes place in a slab over 
long periods of time. A compilation of data, by Mr. E. F. Kelley, ob-
tained from the Arlington test, relative to these length changes revealed 
the following inf'ormation:C2) 
(2) E. F. Kelley, Application of the Resu1ts of Research to the 
Structura1 Design of Concrete Pavements, Public Roads, Vol. 201 No. 6, 
pp: 112-113, 1940. 
l. A marlmtUn unit change in the length change of the test 
slabs of 0.00035 inches per inch, over a period mending 
from September 1930 to February 1938. 
2. There is an annual cyclic variation in length caused by 
variations in moisture content, and that the slabs ·were 
longest (for a given tempe1•ature) during the winter and 
shortest during the summer months. 
,3. Since the summer of 19321 there was a de.finite, progressive 
year:cy increase in the length of the pavement. In the 
summer of 19.37 the length of the test pavement exceeded the 
length during the swmner of 1931 by approximately 0.0002 
inches per inch. 
It is not !mown how long this growth will continue or at what rate. 
Neither is it lmo'Wll ii' the same degree of growth would take place in 
other concrete, particular~ prestressed concrete, under other climatic 
conditions. However, it is lalown that all concrete has a tendency to 
increase permanent~ in volume in the presence of moisture. 
The slow growth of concrete may be partiall¥ explained by results 
of test conducted by !.fr. T. E. StantonC3). These test concerned the 
(3) Thomas E. Stanl;on, Expansion of Concrete., Transact.ion of" American 
Society o:r Civil Engineers, Vol. 127, PP• 54-84, 1<}42. 
expansion of concrete l"lith various aggregates obtained from the state 
of Calif"ornia. Results of these tests are summarized as follows: 
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1. Certain mineral constituents in concrete aggregate contri-
bute to eJCpansion ot concrete. 
2. Some shales expand excessively when saturated with water or 
when they are alternately wet and dry. This action, how-
ever, appears to be physical and of much less intensity 
than a chemical reaction with other minerals. 
3. Excessive expansion, sufficient to rupture a concrete mass, 
m~ occur when certain minerals are present. The reaction 
in this case is chemical, and evidence indicates that it 
always takes place l'li.th the presence of silicious magnesia 
lime rocks, and frequently in the presence of some of the 
low-magnesia, low-lime shales and cherts. 
4. The chemical reaction producing excessive expansion apparent-
ly occurs only when the portland cement component contains 
an appreciabl.e percentage or alkali in the form of sodium 
and potassium oxides. It is of an intensity proportional 
to the percentages of such oxides, apparently being of 
such low order as to be negligible l'Jb.en the alkali content 
is less than o.6 percent. 
Observation of concrete structures in various other states gives 
rise to the suspicion that del.eterious expan~ion .may result from the use 
ot high-alkali cement with a variety of aggregates that is much more 
extensive than the sedimentary group used by Mr. Stanton. 
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This expansion, while being detrimental to a concrete structure, 
could prove very usetul. in prestressed highway pavements. The benefit 
derived would be the expansion or slow growth compensating for the de-
crease in slab length from plastic £1ow and moisture variables. 
Length changes occurring over a short period of time, wou1d pri-
mari]¥ be volumetric changes induced by a change in slab temperature. 
Length changes .from temperature variation would be negligib1e if no 
restraint against slab movement existed. However, restraint against 
slab movement is present from frictional forces between the slab and 
subbase, when the slab attempts to ex;pand or contract. Adjacent slabs 
also provide restraint against slab expansion. 
Expansion joints are normalJ¥ provided to reduce pavement failure 
from excessive expansion against adjacent slabs. Although numerous 
pavement .:failures have resulted from buckling, it is believed that pre-
stressing a pavement would reduce the failures attributable to this 
factor. Tests conducted by Gustave Mengel demonstrate that where the 
prestressing is centrical4r located in a prestressed. member even with 
an extreme slenderness ratio, it is impossible to produce buckling 
failure if the prestress force is of sufficient magnitude. The expla-
nation; the self-centering effect of the prestressing increases at a 
faster rate than the i'orces tending to produce buckling. Whether the 
results could be applied to prestressed concrete pavements, where it 
is anticipated using a rel.ati ve~ low prestress, wou1d have to be 
investigated. 
Length changes caused by a decrease in temperature, accompanied by 
a corresponding decrease in volume of a concrete slab result in i'ric-
tional resistance between the pavement slab and the subbase inducing 
tension in the pavement. Longitudinal prestressing, to a predetermined 
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magnitude, could completezy overcome stresses of this nature. However, 
since subbase resistance is a function of the type subbase used, a 
f 
knowledge of the variation of this factor seems pertinent. This infor-
mation is even more important when consideration is given to the amo\Ult 
of prestress to be imposed or is desirable on a highw~ slab. Obviously 
a proportional amount, depending upon subbase resistance, of any pre-
stressing force will be expended in moving the slab relative to its 
supporting mediwn, when the prestress is being applied. 
British engineers have bui1t a 400 foot long prestreosed, two lane 
highway at Crawley, SussexC4). The subbase for this experimental pre-
(4) News Section, Road Prestressed to Prevent Cracks, Engineering 
News Record, P• 37, April 12, 1251. 
stressed highway paveioont consisted of 4 inches of cinders, with a thin 
layer of sand rolled on top of the cinders. Waterproof paper was then 
placed on top of the sand. In view of the difficulty of calculating the 
actua1 expansion of the 400 foot long prest1•essed slab with an unkno\'.n 
subgrad.e resistance, the engineers decided to place a a:>O psi prestress 
on the slab, hoping that after all losses due to subgrade friction at 
least 100 psi compression prestress would be in the slab. 'IThis 100 
psi prestress isn't sufficient to prevent cracking under loads and 
t em.perature changes, but the cracks are expected to be small and should 
close upon removal of the loads or stresses causing them"• What would 
be the retained prestress if frictional losses exceeded the estimated 
values? 
The Arlington test, conducted by the Bureau of Public Roads, made 
these conclusions relative to subgrade resistances:C5) 
(5) Teller and SUtherland, The structural Design of Concrete Pavements, 
Public Roads, Vol. 16, No. 9., P• 196. November 1935. 
l.. The resistance devel.oped in the subgrade to horizontal 
el.ab movement is not merely a matter of sliding friction 
in the commo~ accepted sense of the word. It appears to 
consist of two elements, one an el.astic deformation of the 
soil horizontal.q that is present for all displacements 
of the slab, and the other frictional resistance that 
develops only after a certain amount of elastic deformation 
has occurred. The first element appears to be independent 
of, while the second varies direct3'v with, the slab weight 
or thickness. Although only one sub grade material was 
involved in these tests, it seems probable that the 
relative importance of the two elements may vary con-
siderably With different types of soils. 
2. In pavement slabs of moderate length the tensil.e stresses 
resu1ting from contraction will not be large .for subgrade 
soil.a of type used in these tests. The thicker the pave-
ment the lower will be the unit stress from this cause, 
other conditions being equal. 
A very limited amount of detailed information is available con-
cerning the behavior of prestressed highway pavements, subjected to any 
variations of l.ength changes and subbase resistance. Several prestressed 
highway test pavements are presently undergoing investigation in England. 
The resu1\s obtained at Crawley prompted the Cement and Concrete 
Association of London to investigate prestressed roads more ful.ly, ld.th 
pt"imal7 interest channelized towards methods of prestressing the pave-
ment. Three slabs of llO, 130 and 190 feet long were constructed in 
Wexham Springs, England ( 6). The on}J" data available from these test 
(6) News Section, Engineering News Record, Test Post-Tensioned 
Highlr-ay Slabs. po. 59-6o, April 23, 1923· 
indicates the method of prestressing employed eliminated loss of pre-
stress through subbase friction, and the slabs proved entira~ satis-
factory. ~· It mq be of some genera1 interest to know that trans-
verse post-tensioning was used on all of these test slabs. 
~ Warping ~ Moisture ~ Temperature Changes. - A brief 
review of warping, the cause and effect, at this point would be bene-
ficial towards a better understanding of the work that has been com-
pleted in this field. Warping may be caused by either a temperature or 
moisture change in the concrete. When considering the effect of variation 
of temperature through the depth or concrete it is convenient to assume 
that the temperature and the moisture content is quite uniform from the 
top surface to the underside of the slab, and that in consequence the 
slab is perfectly flat. Ir, now, the temperature or the top surface 
rises, due to an increase in air temperature, the top surface will 
attempt to expand. The bottom layer of the concrete, however, will not 
at first be af"fected by the variation in surface temperature because 
heat conductivity of concrete is low, and the bottom of the slab will 
therefore remain, or attempt to remain, in its initial condition. Thus 
the top layers are attempting to expand and the bottom layers are not 1 
with the results that the slab tends to adopt a curved condition with 
the center of the slab in a relatively high position and the corners 
depressed dowm'1ard. - the s1ab is warped downwards. I£ the temperature 
of the top surface is loi'rered £rom its initial value, the top of the 
slab will endeavor to contract 1 and upward warping w.i.ll occur. 
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A review 0£ literature reveals the Arlington test as the 01ll3 sig-
ni£icant investigation accomplished relative to warping 0£ concrete 
highway slabs(7). The Arlington test was al.so instrwnentated to obtain 
(7) Teller and Sutherland, The Structural Design of Concrete Pavements., 
Public Roads, Vol. 16, No. 9, PP• 196-197, Nov., 1935. 
extensive information concerning temperature differentials., existing in 
concrete pavements or various slab depths. This in£orma.tion being closely 
related to the magnitude 0£ warping or magnitude of restrained warping 
stresses developed in a concrete slab contributed desirable in£ormation 
£or the design of concrete pavements. Conclusions concerning temperature 
cflifferentials and warping stresses, from the Arlington test are as follows: 
1. The average pavement temperature undergoes an annual change 
of about sooF. 
2. The maximum temperature differentials observed at the edges 
or the test sections were: 
a. For a 6-inch uniform-thickness section, 23°F. 
b. For a 9-inch uniform-thiclmess section, 33°F. 
c. For a 9-6-9 thickened-edge section, 33°F. 
These maximum occur during the hot afternoons or ear~ 
swmner when the upper surface or the pavement is heated by 
the intense sunlight and the lower surface is kept cool by 
a subgrade that is still at a relative~ low temperature. 
3. The changes in shape or a pavement slab resulting from 
restrained temperature warping do not cause large changes 
in the critical stresses from applied loads. In this in-
vestigation, the maximum observed condition or upward 
warping from temperature was f'owid to increase the critical 
stress resulting from load by about 5 percent f'or a corner 
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loading and about 20 percent for edge loading, as compared 
with the stresses produced by given load with the slab in 
the flat or unwarped condition. Maximum downlzard warping 
was .round to ef!ect a negligible reduction in the load 
stress at the edge and a reduction of about 20 percent 
for the corner. 
5. For pavement slabs of the size used in this investigation 
or larger, certain of the stresses arising £rom restrained 
ten:.perature warping are equal in importance to those pro-
duced by the heaviest of legal. wheel loads. The longi-
tudinal tensile stress in the bottom of the pavanent, 
caused by restrained temperature warping, £requent4' 
amounts to as lnlch as 350 pounds per s~are inch at cer-
tain periods of the year, and the corresponding stress in 
the transverse direction is approximate~ 125 pounds per 
square inch. These stresses are additive to those pro-
duced by wheel loads. 
6. The annual cyclic variation in moisture conditions within 
the concrete produces a warping of the slab surface 
similar to that caused by temperature. The edges of the 
slab reach their maximum position of upward warping £rorn 
this cause during the summer and the ma.'tlmum position of 
downward warping during the winter, the extent of upward 
warping apparent~ exceeding that of downward movement 
considerab~. 
7. While sufficient information is not ava'i lable to permit an 
estimate to be made of the magnitude of the stresses 
arising from restrained moisture warping, it appears that 
21. 
at the time or year 'When the stresses :from restrained 
temperature warping are a maximum (the summer months) any 
stresses caused by restrained moisture warping wi1l be of 
opposite sense and will thus tend to reduoe rather than to 
increase the state of stress created by restrained 
temperature warping. 
The lt'Jaeyland test used a 12-by-li.O foot slab in their central turn-
around area to measure warping stresses in concrete pavementsC8). Traffic 
(8) Special Report 4, Road Test One-MD,, Highway Research Board,, National 
Academy or Sciences-National Research Council, Publication 2Zl I 1952. 
loads were not imposed on this slab consequently the information is rela-
tive to o~ temperature and moisture warping stresses. The results of 
this test,, relative to these factors, may be SUII!Jilarized as follows: 
1. The maximum upward warping was measured in October 1 while 
the maxi.mum downward movements were measured. on a day in 
June. 
2. Although the daytime temperature differential is approxi-
mate~ 3 1/2 times that observed for the nighttime condi-
tion,, the amount of dowm--ard, or daytime, warping is only 
approximate~ double that o:r the upward, or nighttime 
warping. This latter condition is due to the fact that 
the sub grade and the dead weight of the slab tend to off er 
more restraint in the case of downward warping of the slab 
edges than in the case of upward ~-arping of the slab edges. 
3. The maximum daytime temperature differential generally 
occurs between 12:30 and 2:00 p.m. whereas the maximum 
nightime temperature differential generally occurs between 
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3:00 and 5:00 a.m. Also, the pavement is relatively flat 
for a short period in the evening after the sun has set 
and in the early morning. 
4. Nighttime temperature differentials and accompanying 
~rarping stresses of the order of those measured in this 
investigation can be expected at any season of the year, 
although they are inclined to be slightly larger in the 
fall than at other seasons. The daytime temperature 
differentials and accompanying warping stresses are, how-
ever, much higher in the late spring and early summer than 
at other seasons of the year. 
As early as 1926 Westergaard presented a theoretical ana:cy-sis or 
warping stresses due to temperature, but their importance had not been 
gener~ recognized, possib~ due to the fact that in his stress con:.-
putations he assumed a rather low value for the temperature differential, 
until the Arlington test demonstrated that these warping stresses may be 
as great as those produced by heavy wheel loads(9). Also results from 
(9) H. M. Westergaard, Ana:cysis or Stresses in Concrete Pavements Due 
to Variations ot Temperature, Proceedings of the Hig~ Research 
Board, PP• 201-216, 1926. 
the Arlington test were in reasonab~ good agreement with stresses con:.-
puted using Westergaard.'s equations. 
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CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE 
Slab Construction - The slabs to be teated wero 1ocated on Missouri 
-
School of Minos property adjacent to the Missouri State Higbwa;r Department 
Maintenance Bui1ding in Rolla, Missouri. For uniformity all the slabs 
were oriented with the long dimension in a North-south direction. A detail.-
ed arrangement of the slabs is oh01m in Figure 2. Al1 the slabs were bui1t 
with a 1ength and a width of 222 x 25 :i.nches respectively. As previously 
stated, slabs of 5 1/2 and 8 inch depths were cs.st. 
The code used through the experiment and report to identify indivi-
dua1 slabs is shown in Table 1, and is explained u follows: The last 
three digits indicate the amount of prestress induced in the slab; the 
remaining numbers is the slab thickness in inches; and the letter pre-
ceding the numbers indicate the type concrete used in the slab. For this 
experiment all concrete was air-entrained.. 
Type Concrete Slab Thickness Prestresa Slab Humber 
(Inches) (psi) 
Air-entrained 5~ 
' I 0 A - 55000 
Air-entrained 5.J.. 100 A - 55100 
Air-entrained 5k 300 A .. 55300 
I 
ldr-entra ined ! sit 500 A - 55500 
Air-entrained 8 0 A - 8000 
Air-entrained 8 100 .\ - 8100 
/dr-entre ined 8 300 A - 8300 
I 
Air-entrained II 8 500 A .. 8500 
Table l. - Slab Identification Numbers 
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Reference Monuments 
0 0 0 0 0 
r 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ~ 0 0 ~ ..... 0 IO 0 ('I) U') Ul 0 IO 
a:> a:> a:> a:> Ul IO ('I) IO 
IO 
I I 1 • I I 
IO 
< < < < < ~ J: ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Ill 0 Ul 0 Ul 0 Ul 
• • • • • • • • \0 0 U'l 0\ -d4 co 
\0 t- t- t- a:> a:> 















Figure 2. - Plan and Profile or Slab Arrangement. 
A sampJ.o or the eoil• in the locality 'Where the slabs were to be 
placed, was obtained and analyzed by the Missouri Highwq Department~ 
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Materials Division. The analysis (Table 2) revealed the soil and the 
subgrade formation weren't too desirable as a subgrade: however, after 
considering the surface drainage and the availability of storage space 
and eJ.ectric power it was decided to cast the slabs on this tract of 
land. 
The subgrade was prepared by the Missouri High'Wa\V' Department person-
nel, using their equipment for all required earthwork. Several. excessively 
·wet spots in the sub grade made it necessary to move the earth out; allow 
it to dry, then move the dried earth back into place. Compaction was 
obtained using a sheepsfoot roller. 
The rolled ~tone subbase was constructed by personnel and equipnent 
of the Missouri State Highway Maintenance Department, Rolla, Missouri. 
Crushed stone £or the subbase was obtained from Bray's Quarry, Rolla:> 
Misaouri. Compaction for the rolled stone ba8o wao obtained using a drum 
roller. A mechanical ~aie &nd final compaction of the rolled stone 
base is avai labl.e in Table 3. 
'tfooden forms were next; instal.J.ed. in preparation for pouring the slab:s. 
Since canting all tho el.abs simul.taneousq would not permit a sufficient 
time interval for ettective compilation or ear~ age data on individual 
slabs, only two forms were used to construct the slabs. One form was tor 
the 5 l/2 inch slab, and one for the S inch slab. These two forms were 
also used to pour the slabs for the previou~ mentioned joint project, so 
an additional time lag was gained by alternating the slab casting in this 
joint project. The wooden forms were coated with oil~ prior to placing the 
concrete, to prevent excessive water losses from the concrete to the wooden 
forms. 
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Air-entrained concrete with a design strength or 4000 psi and an 
air-entrainment of 4 1/2 percent was then mixed in the !ie1d.. Close con-
trol o.r materials ·was maintained, while mixing, to insure a concrete of 
uniform mix ar.d air-entrainmen·l;. The materials were proportioned by weight 
.for all batches o:r concrete. The mix design, mixing procedure and materials 
specification and analysis are available in Table 4. 
Slump and percent of entrained air tests were taken on each indi vi-
dual batches to insure a concrete that meet specifications. Three cylin-
ders were taken from each slab to check the quality of the finished con-
crete. The result of the tests conducted, indicated concrete of design 
strength was obtained. 
Af'ter the concrete was deposited in the forms it was spaded, vibrated, 
and screeded to obtain a smooth finish with a maximum density of concrete, 
and a minimum segregation or aggregate in the concrete. As soon as the 
final set had occurred in the concrete, the slabs were covered with moist 
burlap sacks. These burlap sacks, kept continually moist, were used to 
cure the slabs for a three day period. 
Prestressing ~ Slab - The desired amount of prestress was applied 
to the slabs after the slabs had cured for 5 days. Compression cylinders 
were tested prior to prestressing to ascertain if the concrete would safely 
withstand the prestressing force. The prestress was induced by the method 
of post-tensioning. T"do holes were cast in the slabs by pouring the fresh 
concrete around seamless steel pipes l'lhich were placed in the desired posi-
tion and supported by the forms. To prevent the concrete bonding to the 
steel pipes, they were coated with asphaltic grease prior to placing the 
concrete aro\Uld them. Precast concrete blocks were placed at the quarter 
points of the steel pipes to prevent excessive sag of the pipes. After 
the concrete had been poured, the bars were rotated at half-hour intervals, 
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until they could be safe~ withdralm from the slab. This technique was 
found to be very satisfactory as 1'1ire stretchers were needed to pull out 
o~ one pipe, the rest being easily removed by two people. D1.lmnzy' holes 
were cast in the slabs 'Which were not to ba prostresscd, to attain a more 
exact similarity between the preetressacl slabs and the calibration slab 
which was not prestressed. 
The prestress was applied using two 25 ton hydraulic jacks, two high 
tensile strength steel. bars, and an appropriate arrangement of celibrated 
coil springs. Properties of the steel bars and the coil. springs are 
nvsilnble in Table 5. 
Two eteel bars o:r the desired dimn.eter were placed in the precast 
holes. steel and plates (Figure 2) :tabricnted to receive the springs were 
placed on the North eJld o.f tho slabs, and the required nurr.ber o:r springs 
to give and retain the prestress force were arranged in the end plates. 
Figure 3. - End Plates to Hold the Coil Springs 
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A typical arrangement of end plates, steel rods, and coil springs 
is illustrated in Figure 4. 
Figure 4. - Typical Arrangement of End Plates, Steel Rods, 
and Coil Springs. 
The hydraulic jacks (Figures 5a and 5b) were then attached to the 
steel rods, and the slabs were prestressed. Since the springs had been 
calibrated, the amoWlt of prestressing force applied was determined by 
measuring the spring displacement. 
A check on this technique tor determining the !orce applied was made 
by measuring the elongation or the steel bars. A field check of the two 
results never varied over two percent. Later checks on the amount of 
prestress retained in the slabs were obtained by measuring the spring 
displacement. The results or these checks and their signifigance will be 
discussed later. 
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Figure 5a - Positioning the Hydraulic Jacks 
Figure 5b. - Hydraulic Jacks in Position for Prestressing 
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Location Station 1 + 80 (C) 
Horizon A B c 
Q) 
Depth 0-6" 6-15" 15-28" .s:: E-4 
ft.I 
Group Index 8 16 12 0 ~ 
en 
Group Ola esif ica ti on A-6 A-7-6 A-6 Q) 1! 
:s • 
Liquid Limit 36.9 45.l 36.l 0 1l 0 Q) 
Q) El 
Plastic Limit 26.2 1'1.4 14.9 "3 ~ m k tU ~ 
Plastic Index 10.7 2'1.7 21.2 en Q) •rf ~ 
en 
!:l ~ Vol. Ch. at F.U.E. 4.2 5'1.3 3'1.7 
"' R s:: tU bO 
Shrinkage Limit 22.s 14.6 15.6 "3 a s:: 
tU Q) 
Shrinkage Ratio 1.6 1.88 l.85 s:i +a tU Q) ~ 
~ fl) F.M.E. 25.4 45.l 36.0 ~ .... k 
Q) :s 
Silt, 'f. 57.0 37.5 39.0 ..... 0 ~ en en 
tU ;I Clay, 'f. 20.0 48.0 38.0 Cl) 
-Optimum Moisture, 'f. 18.6 19.9 17.7 ~ 
Maximum Density, Lbs. 98.8 101.4 104.6 
Remarks: The Lebanon Silt Loam, which covers the entire experimental 
area, is residual from moderately cherty limestone. This Lebanon 
soil is classed as very poor pavement support tor following reasons: 
1. The top soil otters poor support under wet conditions. 
2. The subsurface soil is a claypan and retards the downward 
percolation ot water. 
3. The high plasticity and high volume change indicate detri-
mental shrinkage or swell could occur when the moisture 
content varies to any great extent • 
Table 2. - Subgrade Soil Analysis 
Bottom Course Top Course 
Station 0+86 0+91 
Field Density 141.0 125.0 
Percent Compaction 96.0 94.0 
Maximum Density 146.4 132.4 
In Place Thickness 3.0•• 4.2" 
Total Thickness x 8.2" 
Sieve Analisis 
Passing li" 100.0 100.0 
Passing t· 93.0 91.l 
Passing #4 45.9 31.l 
Passing /110 25.4 12.5 
Passing #40 15.8 8.3 
Pas sing fl.200 13.6 7.2 
Table 3. - Subbase Material Analysis 
Cement& The cement will be checked for specific gravity, initial 
set end final set. 
Fine Aggregates Tests will be made for density and moisture con-
tent for each batch of concrete. 
Coarse Aggregate& Density of the coarse aggregate will be deter-
mined and moisture content checked for each batch or 
concrete. 
3:1 
Crushed Stonea The crushed stone for use as a rolled stone sub-
base shall conform to Specification II, USHD Specification. 
Table 4a - Materials Specifications 
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1. All materials for each batch ~ill be proportioned by weight. 
2. The concrete will be mixed in a one sack mixer. 
3. Steps in placing the materials; 
a. Wet mixer before each batch to insure uniform water 
cement ratio. 
b. Add coarse aggregate. 
c. Add sand. 
d. Add cement. 
e. Dry mix for 1 minute. 
f. Add water. For the air-entrained slabs, the air-entrain-
ing agent will be added to the water. 
g. Mix for 2 minutes. 
h. Wash mixer before next batch. 
4. Slump test shall be made on each batch mixed. Slump shall be 
three inches plus or minus one-half inch. 
5. 3 cylinders shell be made from each slab. Materials for cylin-
ders shall be taken by random samples from different batches. 
6. Air content shall be checked using the Klien pressure type 
air meter. 4i percent air content is the desired percentage. 
7. All concrete used for slump test shall be remixed with batch 
from which it was taken. Concrete used for air content shall 
not be reused. 
a. The concrete will be transported from the mixer to the forms 
in a wheelbarrow. Before depositing concrete concrete in the 
forms it will be thouroughly remixed in the wheeloarrow. 
Table 4b. - Mixing Procedure. 
Absolute Volume 
Cement 
- 1 sack • 0.478200" cu • 
Coarse Aggregate - = 1.872528 cu. 
Uater - 5.6 gals. = 0.747000 cu. 
Fine Aggregate • 1.174810 cu. 
Total yield for 1 sack batch = 4.473861 cu. 
Proportions for the mix area 
1 1.72 ; 3.336 
The values of the absolute volumes were obtained from 
Minstructions to Concrete Proportioning Inspectors", Missouri 
St6te Highway Commission, Bureau of Materials, 1947, pages 31 
to 42, after knowing the physical characteristics of the 
items. 
Notes 25 grams of air-entraining agent was found necessary to 
produce the required 4i percent air-entrainment. The 
air-entraining agent used was AD~AIRE, manufactured by 
The Carter-Waters Corp., Kansas City, Uissouri. 








Sieve Analysis Field ill laboratory ill 
Passing l" ••••••••••••••••••••• loo.a • ••••••••••••• 
Passing 3/4" ••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••• 
Passing 1/2" ••••••••••••••••••• 44.2 • ••••••••••••• 
Passing 3/8" ••••••••••••••••••• - • ••••••••••••• 
Passing #4 •••••••••••••••••••• 1.5 • ••••••••••••• 
Passing #10 ••••••••••••••••••• O.'T • ••••••••••••• 
Passing /1200 •••••••••••••••••• o.5 • ••••••••••••• 
Shaly Stone ••••••••••••••••••• 0.1 • ••••••••••••• 
Mud Balls ••••••••••••••••••••• - • ••••••••••••• 
Specific Weight ••••••••••••••••••• 92.S 
2.6'1 
o.s 
Bulk Specific Gravity (Dry Basis) •• 










Fine Aggregate Field fil Uiboratory ffi 
Passing 3/8" •••••••••••••••••• 100.0 •••••••••••••• 100.0 
Pa1sing 1/4 •••••••••••••••••••• 99.9 
Passing 1/10 ••••••••••••••••••• 83.l 
Pas sing f 16 ••••••••••••••••••• 
Pae•ing /j.20 ••••••••••••••••••• 59.S 
fas sing fi40 ••••••••••••••••••• 
-
Passing #50 ••••••••••••••••••• 15.0 
Passing /1100 •••••••••••••••••• l.O 
Specific Weight ••••••••••••••••••• 
Bulk Specific Gravity (Dry Basie) •• 
Absorption (% in 24 Hours) •••••••• 
•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••• 
















Table 4d. - Propert!es of Fine and Coarse Aggregates in the Concrete 
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SLAB NUMBER NET AREA PRES'lRESS SPRINGS HEIGHT ~RESTRESS IBAR STRESS 
{sq. in.) (psi) (No. or) (Mark) Free (in'. )Sol. BAR DIAM.(in.) (psi) 
A-55000 136.0 0 0 x x x x x 
A-55100 136.0 100 2 1/53804 9 l/16 6 9/lt 3/4 151 350 
A-55300 136.0 300 4 I <53804 9 1/16 6 9/lt 3/4 4 ls~aos 46,250 
500 4 , l52989 8 1/4 6 5/8 7/8 A-55500 135.5 4 lJ52990 56,500 
A-8000 198.5 0 0 x x x x x 
198.5 100 2 #53804 9 1/16 6 9/lE 3/4 A-8100 2 ·,g53805 22, 00 
A-8300 198.0 300 4 #52989 8 1/4 6 5/8 7/8 4 #52990 49,550 
A-8500 197.S 500 8 #52989 8 l/4 6 5/8 l 1/8 8 §52990 49,750 
Coil Spring data obtained courtesy the American Steel Foundries. 
f!oEerties of the hibh tensile steel tension rods Average EroEerties of the concrete ctln. 
a. Modulus of Elasticity----311 300,000 psi 
4,750,000 pa 
a. Mod. of Elae.---------- 8 t 14 days 
b. Propotional Limit-----------100,000 psi H. Camp. Str at 3 daye----2200 psi 
c. Ultimate Strength-----------126,000 psi c. Comp. Str at 7 daye-----2000 psi 
Table 5. - Properties of Steel Prestreseing Rode, Coil Springe, and Concrete. 
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TEST PROCEDURE 
Periods ~ Ext.ent 2! Observations. - Immediately after the concrete 
had set enough to permit observation, a set ot calibration readings were 
taken for each individual slab. After the calibration readings had been 
taken, a definite testing schedule was observed on each slab. 
This schedul.e is as :follows: a set of three readings; morning, midday 1 
and night, were taken at slab ages of 1- 21 31 71 141 21 and 28 d~s, plus 
ages of 2, 3 1 4, 5 and 6 months. The daily time these readings were taken 
at the various slab ages was determined to give the maximum and minimum 
values tor all measured variables. The time these reading were taken is 
as follows: 
1. Morning reading at approximately 7:00 a.m. 
2. Midday reading at approximately 1:30 p.m. 
3. Night reading at approximately 7 :00 p.m. 
Special readings were taken during the tall and winter seasons. 
Five observations per day were made during these special cycles. These 
observations were made at the same daily times as the regular scheduled 
readings plus the following: 
1. Midmorning reading at approximately 10:30 a.m. 
2. Night reading at approximately 10:30 p.m. 
An attempt was made to obtain readings on each slab, during the \oli.nter 
cycle, with the subgrade and concrete in a frozen condition. The weather 
did not permit collection or this data in every instance. 
Measurement £! ~ Expansion ~ Contraction. - Length changes in 
the slabs were measured using either a 200 inch temperature compensating 
(Figure 6) or a 50 inch temperature compensating (Figure 7) gage. These 
temperature compensating gages were the contribution of Mr. Bengt Friberg, 
./ ~ : 
Figure 6. - Temperature Compersating 200 Inch Gage 
Figure 7. - Tempornture Conapensating 50 Inch Gage 
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and a detail.ed exp1anation of the constNction will not be given in this 
report. These gages wore periodic~ checked against an invar steel. 
standard, kept under a constant tension, and discrepancie" noted were 
or a negligib1e magnitude. :It should be appreciated., that the use of these 
temperature compensating gages yielded resu1ts with the required degree 
of' accuracy- and also eliminated correcting all. 1ength change readings 
~or temperature ef'f ect. 
An Ames dial. (Figure 8) was used on the end of both gages to read 
the relative 1ength changes or the el.abs. The Ames dial. gave readings 
to the nearest one-thousandth of an inch. 
Figure 8. - .Ame25 Dia1 Attached to the 200 Inch Gage 
Length change p1ugs were placed in the s1abs at the desired points 
by the uee of a jig (Figures 9 & 10). Four p1ugs were placed in each 
s1ab approximately 50 inches apart (Figure 1). This arrangement of 1ength 
change pl.ugs permitted readings to be taken with either the 50 or the 
200 inch gage. Four readings over the quarter sections of the alab 
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could be taken with the 50 inch gage, or one reading over nearly the 
entire slab length using the 200 inch gage. Those dua1 readings proved 
an invsluabl.e cheek on the 1ongth change measurements~ when both gages 
were used simu1taneously. The detail.a of the length change plugs are 
shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 9. - Jig Uoed to Position Length Change and Warping P1ugs 
Fixed ref'erence points o:t the type shown in Figure ll were install.ad 
approximately 50 inches t'rom the North and South ends, and al.ong the 
center line, of' aach slab. The reference points ware so located to detect 
any 1ongitudinal el.ab movement w.lth ref'erence to the origina1 poured posi-
tion. The SO inch gage -was used to me&~e ~ el.ab movement. Measure-
ment was made from the fined reference point to the rirst length change 
plug on the slab. Figure ll illustrates the relation between the slab and 
the f'ixed reference points, and a1so shows a reading being taketi. Deta:il.s 
o:t the reference points are shown in Figure 12. 
Figure 10. - P1acing the Isngth Change and Warping P1ugs, and 
Casting the Temperature Wells. 
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Figure 12. - Details of Fixed Reference Uonumente 
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Warpin,,,g Measurements. - Wc.rping mt)Asuremcnts were taken using the 
10 inch clinometer shovn in Figure 13. The clinometer was constructed 
Figure ]3. - 10 Inch Cl.inometer U:sed to Obtain Warping Data 
by rigi~ attaching a 10 second 1evel tube to a leve1 bar simil.ar to 
the one used on an Engineer l.evel. C!:lo end of the cl.inometer was fixad 
ao no movement cou1d occur. An adjustab1e :screw type micrometer was 
attached to the other end to 1eve1 the clinometer and to obtain warping 
measurements. 
The micrometer was constructed as £ollows: 
J.. The micrometer 1eg screv was made with 20 threads par inch. 
2. One inch on the reference plate was divided into 20 equal. 
parts. BO that each division equa1ed O.OS of an inch. 
3. The circular adjusting lmob was divided into 100 parts;, 
so that one division equal.ad 0.005 of an inch• or one 
comp1ete rotation covered 0.05 of an inch. 
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This arrangement of the leve1 tube nnd micrometor permittod readjng 
dif.terences in el.evat:ion between t-,ro adjacent warping p1ugs to one-thou-
sandths o.t an inch, and interpo1ation to the tcm .. thowsandths of an inch. 
A leve1 bubb1e on the aide arm was used to keep the clinometer oriented 
with respect to successive warping measurements. 
The warping p1ugs were p1aced simultaneous~ with the 1ength change 
p1ugs, using the same jig for both operations (Figure 10). A final. 
arrangement o:t warping p1ugs may be seen in Figure 14. Detai1s ot the 
warping p1ugs and the arrangement is given in Figure J.. 
Figure 1lt-• - Three Warping P1ugs with caps 
Individual readings were taken between two adjacent warping pluga 
p1aced 10 inchoe apart on the slab. The micrometer end or the clino-
meter was a1ways placed on the plug "Which had been countersunk, and the 
rigid end of the clinometer on the s1otted plug• which hod been placed 
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with the slot paralle1 to the l.ongitudinal axis of the slab. Thia proced-
ure assured a positive re£erence p1acement of the micrometer end of the 
clinometer, and el.iminated length changes in the slab effecting the warping 
measurements. A great amount of diligence was required. to keep small 
partic1es of dirt. and grave1 :f'rom entering the countersunk p1ug, and pro-
ducing l.arge errors in the warping measurements. 
Temperature Measurements. - Temperature wells were cast in the slab 
immediately after the str face of the concrete was fini8hed. The temper-
ature wells were cast by attaching a cup to the end of an al.uminum bar 
and inserting into the fresh concrete at the desired point end to the 
desired e1evation. The outside surface of the rod, and the surface be-
tween the rod and cup were coated with oil. This prevented bonding be-
tween the rod and the concrete, and reduced friction between the rod end 
cup, ldien the rod was withdrawn. Since the outside of the cup had not been 
oil.ed the bond between it and the concrete held it in the required posi-
tion. F.l.gure l.O illuutrates tho position or the rods when casting the 
wells, and deta:i.1s of the wells are shovn in Figure 1. 
Attor the rods had been withdrawn the cup was filled with oil to 
furnish a medium to absorb the temperature or tho concrete and transmit 
this temperature to the therm.ometer8. The top of the temperature well 
was sea:Led with a cork p1ug to prevent heat fl.ow between the well and 
tho outside atmosphere. 
Nine temperature wells constituted a group. A typical. arrangement 
ot temperature wells is shown in Figure l.; however, the 1ocation of the 
individual. wells, within groups, was varied to obtain the temperature 
gradients in the transver3e, l.ongitudinal.~ and verliica1 planes of the 
s1abs. The temperature well groups were a1so l.ocated in three di.f'f'erent 
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areas o~ the slab. These three areas were the north end• south end and 
the midd1e 0£ the slab. One sl.ab (A-8.300) was instrwnented with two 
temperature well. groups. 
Simu1taneous temperature readings were taken using nine thermometers. 
(Figure 15) These thermometers were dia1 type .face. with a 3/4 inch 
immersion length. The temperature scal.e was divided into 2P F. intervals. 
Figure 15. - Nine Temperature Readings in the Center 
Group of Slab #A-8300 
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ANALYSIS OF LENGTH CHANGE DATA 
~Length Changes. - A primary objective o~ this experiment was to 
determine if e1astic and plastic deformations of a prestressed s1ab were 
of a magnitude su:t.ticient to neutralize el.ab growth and relieve the 
prestress in the slab. Obtaining this information required eliminating 
temperature and warping effects .from the 1angth change data as obtained 
from the field test speoimens. 
To eliminate slab warping effects i9rom the 1ength change data. 
the observed length changes were corrected to mid-depth of the sl.abs. 
The applied correction was obtained by mul:tip~ the sum of the 
north and south end slab warp~ in radians. times one-hal.f the s1ab 
tbiclmess. A p1.us correction was applied if the s1ab warped upwards. 
and a minus correction applied with downward warping. This procedure 
furnished 1ength change data independent or s1ab warping. 
Eliminating temperature effects from the 1ength changes that had 
been corrected for warping required determining the thermal. coefficient 
of expansion ~or each slab. P1otting average s1ab temperature versus 
1ength change of the slabs furnished val.ues of thermal. coefficients. 
Figures 16a to 16h were p1ottod for the eight slabs ueed to collect 
data for this experiment. 
The average is1e.b temperature was obtained by first taking the 
average of the individual. temperatures £1--c.m the A. B and C temperature 
well groups. Seconclly, the average o:r these three groups was used as 
the average s1ab temperature. 
The s1ope of the line obtained by p1otting average s1ab temp-
erature versus slab age gave the average thermal. coef'ficient for 
each s1ab. A1though previous work indicates a slight change in 
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theraal. coefficients of concrete with age~ the thermal. coefficients 
for the s1abs used in this experiment were assumed to remain constant 
over the period of time required to collect the data. This assumption 
was necessary for the fol1owing reasons: 
1. A limited number of observations, u~ three, were 
availab1e at, each slab age. 
2. In several. :instances~ a mnaJJ variation o:t s1ab temp-
erature with a corresponding small 1ength change o:t 
the slab, resu1ted in p1otted points too close~ grouped 
to establish a representat:Lve variation of length change 
with a 'temperature change. 
3. Apparent errors reduced the n\Dl'.lber of usable points~ 
making it more di:tficult to establish the coefficient 
of thermal. expansion of the el.abs at the various slab 
ages. 
The method used to establish the thermal coefficient for individual. 
slabs was as follows: 
1. A dai~ set of observations was sel.ected, w.i.th a 1arge 
temperature variation~ that gave a constant 1ength change 
with a corresponding constant temperature change. 
2. These points l'rere connected ·with a straight 1ine. The 
s1ope of this line represented the coefficient of thermal. 
expansion that was used at all slab ages for individual. 
s1abs. 
3. Parallel. lines were then drawn through the other group of 
observations. 
This method proved quite satisfactory as the thermal coefficients 
so determined could be used at other s1ab ages. resuJ.ting in variations 
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within the range o~ experimenta1 errors and the accuracy of the testing 
equipment used. 
Coe:tf:i.cien1;s of thermal expansion varied .t'.rom 0.0000040 to 
0.0000047. These val.ues are within the range of accepted va1ues for 
air-entrained concrete. 
To el.iminate tenperature effects .from the slab l.ength change~ the 
p1ots at different slab ages were projected to the average slab tem-
perature at which the tirst observations taken gave no 1ength change 
of the slab. The vertical. distances between zero 1ength change and 
later observations, projected to the temperature producing zero 1ength 
change, represents 1ength changes :Ln the el.ab from sourcE>s other than 
temperature changes. 
The factors producing length changes obtained as discussed are: 
1. Ela:stic defoxmation f'ron the prestressing .force. 
2. P1astic de.tormation f'rom the prestressing .force. 
,3. Moisture changes in the s1ab. 
4. Slab growth. 
To isolate these factors as much as possib1e, the l.engt;h changes 
corrected for warping and temperature~ trere p1otted versus sl.ab age. 
F.lgure 17a 'ttl"a.S plotted for the 5 l./2 inch slabs and Figure 17b .for 
the 8 inch slabs. These graphs indicated 1ength changes from e1astic 
nnd p1astic deformations were comp1eted two weeks after the s1abs had 
been prestressed. The e1astic and p1astic deformations coul.d not be 
separated as no provisions were made £or determining prestress 1osses 
.from subbase friction or friction .trom. the prestress rods being in 
contact with the sl.abs lihi1e the prestrees was applied. It ie the 
author's opinion that with the inrorma.tion availabl.e, erroneous con-
c1usions would resul.t :f'rom additional. investigation in this direction. 
P1astic and e1astic deformations were eJ 1 mi nated from the 1ength 
changes plotted ~or Figure 17a and Figure l7b,, by assuming all de-
formations of this nature 'trero comp1eted at slab age of 14 days. 
Length changes,, obtained from Figure 17a and F.1.gure l?b,, after 
the slabs had cured l4 days represente changes corrected for temper-
ature, warping, elastic det'o:nnation and plastic deformation. These 
changes were caused either by moisture changes in the slab or slab 
growth. 
These two factors cou1dn't be separated as data on moisture 
content of the concrete was not availab1e. Figures 18a was plotted for 
the 5 l./2 inch slabs showing the variation of length changes after 
slab ages or l4 days versus slab age. Figura lSb is the groph of these 
val.ues for the 8 inch slabs. 
~all data was p1otted on Figure 18a and Figure l.8b in an 
attempt to establish the relative magnitude of moisture 1ength changes 
and length changes resu1ting .from s1ab growth. No direct correlation 
was available from these graphs, however, it mq be observed that~ 
exol.uding slabs A-55300 and A-8300- the slopes or the lines is steeper 
for a period following a heavy rainfall• than for a period following no 
rainfall. This indicates moisture 1ength change occurs re1ative]\y 
rapid compared to 1ength changes caueed by slab growt;h. 
The thrtle groups of graphs discussed (Figures 16,, 17 and 18) 
furnished an excellent illustration of the relative magnitudes of 
1ength changes caused by elastic and plastic deformations. moisture 
changes. and slab growth changes. 
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GRAPH OF LENGTH CHANGE VERSUS AVERAGE SLAB TEMPERATURE FOR A-55500 
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GRAPH OF LENGTH CHANGE VERSUS AVERAGE SLAB TEMPERA'lURE FOR A-8500 
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GilAPH OF SLAB LENGTH CHANGE VE~US SLAB AGE. Length changes baa been corrected to eliminate 
temperature and warping effects 
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GRAPH SLAB LENGTH CHANGE VERSUS SLAB AGE. Length changes baa been corrected to eliminate 
temperature and warping effects, 
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Figure 18a. - GRRPH OF SLAB LENGTH AFTER ELASTIC DEFORMATION 
VERSUS SLAB AGE FOR THE 5 1/2 INCH SLABS. 
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Figure 18b. - GRAPH OF SLAB LENGTH AFTER ELASTIC DEFORMATION 
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- OOMPARISON OF SLAB GROWTH OF 5 1/2 INCH SLABS 
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ANALYSIS OFWABPING DATA 
~ Wareing. - An investigation of warping stresses induced by 
restrained slab warping was not attempted in this experiment. Since 
warping stresses, caused either by restrained warping or loads moving over 
a section of s1ab that has warped away from the subbase, are directl;y re-
lated to the magnitude of warping; the variation o.t slab warping with slab 
age was considered of primar-.r interest, and within the scope of this 
experiment. 
As previously discussed slab 118.rping depends on t~~ conditions~ these 
two conditions being: 
1. The magnitude of temperature di£ferentia1s existing within 
the s1ab. 
2. The magnitude of moisture di:t:rerentia1s existing 1'tlthin the 
slab. 
Adequate and reliab1e data was availab1e for determining the temper-
ature di.t'ferential.s existing ldthin the s1abs. This data is avail.able in 
Appendix I. Al.so extensive inf'ormation was available on el.ab warping, and 
is also avail.able in Appendix I. As previous~ mentioned, no slab moisture 
data was obtained. 
The approach used in this experiment to illustrat.e the variation and 
magnitude o.t' s1ab warping was as :follows: 
1. Warping of the last gage points on the south end or each 
slab was used as typical. or t.he warping occurr.tilg over the 
complete slab length. 
2. 'l'he south end warp was corrected to elimina'te temperature 
warping. 
The justi£i.cation of these assumptions being respectful.lJt: 
1. (a) Preliminary investigation revealed. a straight 1ine 
variation existed between end warp and tota1 warping 
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of the slab. 
(b) The various weights of the springs and spring retainers 
on the different slabs infiuenced the north end warping. 
2. For the period of time this experiment was conducted 
moisture warping constituted the larger percentage 0£ tota1 
warping, temperature warping being practical.:q negligi.b1e 
from the standpoint of relative magnitudes. 
Temperature effects were eliminated from the ·warping data obtained. 
from fiel.d meatJurements, by p1otting warping versus temperai;ure dil9£er-
cntial. and using val.ues of warping at zero temperature di.f'f erential. 
If temperature differentials were causing all the warp, the s1ab wou1d 
be fiat at zero temperature ditf'erential. This holrever was not found 
to be true. 
The warping va1ues obtained by this process represented moisture 
warping of the slabs. This warping was p1otted versus age, Figure 20a 
!9or the 5 1/2 inch slabs~ and Figure 20b for the 8 inch s1abs. 
These graphs reveal.a minor variations of moisture warping versus 
prestress. with the exception of' alabs A-55.300 and A-55500. These two 
s1abs wore 1ocated on the east edge of the project, and it waa the 
writer's opinion, that differences in drainage conditions caused the 
1arge variation o:r warping for these two slabs. 
Figure 21 was used to compare warping versus age for the 5 1/2 
inch and 8 inch s1abs. Rainfal.1 data plotted with this graph indicated 
an increase of the upward lozarping of' the sl.abs following periods of 
h~avy rain£al1. Periods o:r dry weather caused i;he sl.abs to warp down-
ward. 
The resu1ts of data concerning 1ength changes and warping is 
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Figure 20a. - GRAPH OF SOUTH END SLAB WARPUJG VERSUS SLAB AGE. 
Warping has been corrected to eliminate temperature effects. 
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Figure 20b. - GRAPH OF SOUTH END SLAB WARPING VERSUS SLAB AGE. 
Warping has been corrected to eliminate temperature effects. 
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Figure 21. - GRAPH COMPARING SOUTH END SLAB WARPING OF THE 8 INCH SLABS VERSUS THE 5 INCH 
SLABS. Slabs A-55300 and A-55500 are not included in the Si inch group. 
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SLAB NUMBER MAXIMUM DEFORMATION MAXIMUM SLAB GROWTH MAXIMUM WARPING MAX. CO RRED'.rED WARP. 
Pln~ ( i rtR) Uhm~ Pln~ -( ir s) Minus (Radian~ x 105) ( aniAn~ X 105Q 
A-55000 .009 .009 .ooa x 268 260 
A-55100 .003 .020 .011 x 302 240 
A-55300 x .034 .oos .003 450 430 
A-55500 x .060 .007 x 433 370 
A-8000 .003 .014 .000 x 222 200 
A-8100 x .024 .000 .001 234 210 
lr-8300 x .034 .007 x 242 162 
A-8500 x .054 .007 x 239 190 
X -- Value never occurred. 
Maximum defor ation is the change from the original slab length. Includes elastic strains. 
Maximum slab growth is the length change after elastic and plastic deformations. 
Maximum warping is the south end gage warping. Maximum or nearly maximum occurred at slab 
age or 2 months. 
lhximum corrected is the warp rel!lOining in the slab at zero temperature differential. 
Tnble 6. - Summary of Maximum and Mitiimum Values or Length Ohangee and South End Warping. 
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COMCWSIONS AND RECOMlilENDATIONS 
Conclusions. - The re1ative'.cy" short period of time during lfilich data 
was collected f'or this investigation, indicates any conc1usions reached 
may not be representative of ~mat would happen to a prestressed air-
entrained concrete s1ab under different cliir.ate conditions. Hcwever, a 
thorough and careful. analysis of the data collected, assimilated with 
previous resea1•ch in simil.a.r fields gives a greater reliability and 
sense of confidence to the conclusions based on the data available, and 
the limited range of clililatic conditions experienced. 
The eJq>eriment .:furnished suf'.ficient data tc arrive at the follo·wing 
conclusions for prestressed slab behavior over a six month period: 
1. Creep er plastic f1ow in a concrete highway pavement pre-
stre$Sed to 500 psi or 1ess ~-:il.l not relieve the prestress. 
Length changes resu1ting from slab gro~;th are l.arge enough 
to o£~set 1ength changes resulting .from plastic £low o.r the 
concrete. 
2. Lenf;th changes~ caused by :rooisture changes and slab growth, 
o.r a prestress concrete slab are independent 0£ the magni-
tude of prestress imposed or the slab~ and a1so independent 
o:r slab thickness. 
3. The magnitude 0£ warping .for a prestressed concrete slab 
increases as the intensity of the prestress imposed upon the 
slab increases~ and varies inversely as the slab thickness. 
4. Moisture warping of a prestres<'"ed slab is much larger in 
magnitude than is temperature warping during the wet seasons 
ot the year. The moisture warping causes the slab to warp 
concave upwards. The moisture warping is additive with 
nighttime tempe-rature warping~ and relieves temperature 
warping during the daytime. 
5. The subbase drainage inf'luences the moisture warping to 
indefinite but large degree. For th; s experiment warping. 
of the two s1abs on the east edge 0£ the project was 200 
percent greater than the warping observed on the six 
remaini..'rlg labs. 
Recommendations • - Recommendations for continued investigation of 
this project are as follows: 
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1. The s1abs with the 300 psi prestress to be the concerted 
subject for additiona1 experiments with prestressed slabs. 
Tha slabs having no prestress shouJ.d also be investigated 
to more readi:cy- compare the ef£ect 0£ the prestress. 
2. The four s1abs selected for additiona1 research be the ob-
ject of a more concentrated col1ection 0£ data concerning 
1ength change and warping with respect to temperature 
diffusion. 
3. That add.i.tionaJ. methods be devised to determine the follor-ring 
conditions existing in or effecting the beha~'"ior of' the s1ab: 
a. Moisture content of the slab. 
b. Location or subbase supports. 
c. Frictiona1 resistance of the subbase to slab movemen&. 
d. Various types of subbase and subbase material. Pa.rti-
cu1ar:cy- the eff'ect of drainage upon warpint;. 
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APPENDIX I-a LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab II A-55000 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surf ace End Slope Adjusted 
or Test or Slab Grad. Length 105 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (F°) F'°/in. Change (in.) South North Change (in. ) 
August 16, 1956 7:45 a.m. 80 -0.67 -.008 - - -.088 1:40 p.m. 92.6 +l.97 +.00.3 
- -
+.00.3 l Day 7:45 p,m. s5.s -0.70 -.00.3 - - -.00,3 
August 17, 1956 8:00 a.m. so.a -·Zl -.010 +.3 +l -.010 
2 Day 2:10 p.m. 86.7 +2.47 -.004 +15 +l3 -.004 8:00 p.m. 05.4 -0.50 -.005 +10 +3 -.005 
August 18, 1956 7:25 a.m. 79 --0.67 -,012 +16 -15 -.Oll 1:15 p.m. s5.4 +l.10 -.003 -13 +6 -.OOJ 
3 D~ 5:45 p.m. 89.9 +2.9 -.012 +49 +42 -.010 
August 22, 1956 7:.30 a.m. 64.7 +0.9 -.028 +49 -42 -.026 1:15 p.m. ~.6 +l.93 ' 
-·004 +6 -6 -.004 7 Day 7:.35 p.m. 8.3.9 -3.07 -.008 +62 -67 -.006 
August 291 1956 7:20 a.m. 75.4 -O.Z'/ -.025 +154 -102 -.019 12:50 p.m. 93.s +2.67 -.004 +78 -56 -.001 14 Day 7:30 p.m. s3.3 -O.SJ -.016 +108 -82 -.012 
September 5, 1956 7:20 a.m. 70 o.oo -.034 +183 -132 -.OZ[ 1:30 p.m. 96.8 +3.50 -.009 +75 -54 -.006 2l Day 7:15 p.m. 88 -1.67 -.016 +15.3 -ll6 -.009 
September 1.3, 1956 7:15 a.ro 71.4 -1.07 -.033 +235 - 81 -.024 
28 Day 2:15 p.m. 96.9 +2.93 -.003 +98 -80 +.001 
7:10 p.m. 90.4 -0.23 -.014 +184 -144 -.007 
APPENDIX I-a LENarH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab # A-55000 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surtace End5Slope Adjusted 
or Test or Slab Grad. Length 10 Rad. Length Test Temp. {F0 ) FO/i:n. Change (in.) South North Change (in.) 
October 15, 1956 7:00 a.m. 65.2 
-1.0 -.044 +260 -222 -.033 
1:00 p.m. 84.l +l.7.3 -.022 +173 -136 -.015 
2 Months 7:20 p.m. 74.9 -·77 -.034 +254 -209 -.024 
November 16, 1956 6:30 a.m. .35.4 -2.4.3 -.058 +178 -151 -.051 1:30 p.m. 52.5 -0.83 -.039 +16.3 -l36 -.0.32 
3 Months 7:00 p.m. 45.1 -2.1 -.049 +173 -143 -.042 
November 25, 1956 7:00 a.m. 30.4 +0.07 -.050 +156 -l24 -.044 10:25 p.m. 40.1 -0.10 -.049 +150 -114 -.043 
Fall Cycle 2:00 p.m. 39.7 -0.33 -.050 +162 -ll2 -.043 
5:20 p.m. .37 -1.20 -.046 +16.3 -121 -.039 
10:.30 p.m. 34.5 -0.33 -.057 +15.3 -113 -.051 
December 15, 1956 7:15 a.m. 3s.9 -0.10 -.049 +138 -105 -.044 1:00 p.m. 42.3 +0.90 -.045 +126 -95 -.040 
4 Months 6:45 p.m. 40.6 -0.10 -.046 +]JO -101 -.041 
January 12, 1957 7:30 a.m. 'Z'/.2 -1.67 -.056 +122 -106 -.051 
5 Months 11:00 a.m. 30.S +0.7'J -.046 +93 -82 -.042 1:45 p.m. 40.4 +0.9.3 -.044 +08 -71 -.040 
5:30 p.m. 36.4 -0.10 -.033 +11.3 -91 -.028 
16:.30 p.m. ,36.3 -0.67 -.052 +123 -101 -.047 
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APPENDIX I-b LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab II A-55100 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surface End5Slope Adjusted 
or Test or Slab Grad. Length 10 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (F'°) F°/in. Change (in.) South North Change (in.) 
August 18, 1956 7:00 a.m. 84 -0.63 -.008 +12 -3 -.008 1:15 p.m. s9.3 +0.40 -.001 +22 -13 -.000 
1 Day 5:30 p.m. s9.s +1.53 -.008 +12 -3 -.008 
August 20, 1956 7:15 a.m. 67.9 -1.17 -.023 +22 -lJ -.019 
2 Day 3:00 p.m. 81.8 JJ.37 -.009 +12 +47 -.007 
August 24, 1956 7:30 a.m. 71.9 -0.23 -.034 +14.3 -78 -.029 1:15 p.m. 94.9 +l.9.3 -.012 +28 -28 -.Oll 
7 Day 6:00 p.m. a9.s +.3.17 -.008 +82 -77 -.004 
August .31, 1956 8:00 a.m. 73.7 o.oo -.0,38 +177 -128 -.0.31 
14 Day 12:20 p.m. 89.3 +l.90 -.024 +46 -40 -.022 7:15 o.m. 85.6 -0.73 -.022 +97 -78 -.018 
September 7, 1956 7:45 a.m. 57.7 -0.90 -.061 +20.3 -182 -.052 
21 Day 6:00 p.m. 79.8 -1 • .3.3 -.0.38 +164 -l41 -.0.31 
September 14, 1956 7:18 a.m. 75.3 -0.6.3 -.040 +238 -205 -.029 
28 Day 7:05 p.m. 92.9 -0.67 -.026 +208 -182 -.015 
October 17, 1956 6:15 a.m. 61.6 -l • .37 -.059 +.302 -262 -.047 
2 Months 
1:00 p.m. 84.7 +2.B.3 
-.0.3.3 +170 -16o -.026 6:50 p.m. 73.8 -1 • .3.3 -.051 +294 -262 -.0.38 
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APPENDIX I-b LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab II A-55100 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surface End Slope Adjusted 
of Test or Slab Grad. Length io5 Rad. Length Test Temp. (F0 ) F°/in. Change (in.) South North Charu?e (in.) 
November 17, 1956 7:30 a.m. 33.2 -l.17 -.069 +162 -140 -.062 12:45 p.m. 50.7 +2.83 -.057 +107 -103 -.047 
) Months 6:50 p.m. 42.9 -1.73 -.060 +152 -137 -.053 
J6.o -- -.062 -.056 6:50 a.m. -0.47 +142 -124 
November 23, 1956 10:20 a.m. 41.5 +l.17 -.062 +102 -103 -.057 
Fall Cycle 1:40 p.m. 3s.s -0.90 -.064 +l32 -128 -.059 
Fall Cycle 5:15 p.m. 35.7 -1.43 -.068 +140 -126 -.062 
Continued 10:05 p.m. 30.1 -l.4'J -.068 +154 -152 -.061 
December 16, 1956 1:30 p.m. 40.0 -0.00 -.053 +66 -104 -.049 
4 Months 7:20 p.m. 35.3 -0.77 -.057 +120 -118 -.052 
February 3, 1957 7:40 a.m. 34.0 +0.67 -.054 +67 -100 -.050 
- - -
-.052 +75 -88 -.48 
5 Months 1:25 p.m. 38.'J +0.53 -.052 +69 -67 -.039-49 
Winter Cycle 6:05 p.m. 37.s o.oo -.052 +65 -95 -.038-38 
Continued 10:45 p.m. 37.7 +0.20 -.052 +59 -96 -.039-39 
March 6, 1957 7:05 a.m. 27.a -1.00 -.062 +l'JO -163 -.054 1:30 p.m. 49.3 +2.50 -.039 +40 -65 -.036 
6 Months 7:55 p.m. 40.6 -0.57 -.050 +80 -lll. -.045 
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APPENDIX I-c LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab H A-55300 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surf ace 
End5Slope Adjusted or Slab Grad. Length 10 Rad. Length or Test Temp. (F°) F0/in. Change (in. ) Test South North Change (in.) 
August 20, 1956 7:10 a.m. 70.0 -1.17 +.004 +30 +55 +.006 
2 Day 3:00 p.m. 72.7 -0.67 -.006 +4 +6 -.006 
August 21, 1956 7:30 a.m. 65.5 -1.7 -.006 +10 -2 -.006 1:10 p.m. 75,4 +1.43 +.009 -45 +17 +.008 
3 D~ 7:20 p.m. 73.4 -.93 +.004 -6 +3 +.004 
August 25, 1956 7:15 a.m. 67.6 -.f:JJ -.025 +156 -106 -.019 2:00 p.m. 92.5 +3.33 -.001 +166 -42 +.004 
7 Day 7:00 pfm. 88.3 -.36 -.007 +134 -89 -.002 
--- ·-
September 1, 1956 6:50 a.m. 70.0 -.83 -.0.32 +184 -134 -.025 12:45 p.m. 89.9 +1.40 -.010 +100 -58 -.ooo 
14 Day 7:20 p.m. 89.3 -1.0 -.021 +215 -154 -.013 
September 8, 1956 7:15 a.m. 55.7 -1 • .33 -.050 +307 -226 -.0.38 1:10 p.m. eo.4 +).40 -.019 +146 -100 -.01.3 
21 Day 7:05 p.m. 76.9 .1.16 -.033 +257 -185 -.023 
7:10 a.m. 74.9 -.33 -.039 +331 -250 -.026 
September 15, 1956 12:55 p.m. 94.3 +3.67 -.010 +177 -133 -.003 
28 D~ 7:45 p.m. 09.5 -0.83 -.026 +315 -230 -.014 
October 18, 1956 6:40 a.m. 59.7 -.f:JJ -.063 +450 -343 -.045 
2 Months 1:15 p.m. 81.l +2.50 -.038 +.313 -222 -.026 7:00 p.m. 72.0 -1.33 -.054 +444 -335 -.036 
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APPENDIX I-c NGTH CHANGE AND WARPmG DATA 
Slab # A-55300 
Date and Age Time 
Average Temp. Surf ace End Slope Adjusted 
or Slab Grad. Length 105 Rad. Length 
or Test Temp. (F°) Po/in. Change (in.) -- Change (in.) Test South North 
November 17, 1956 7:15 a.m. 33.5 -l.O -.074 +282 -212 -.063 1:00 p.m. 50.1 +l.40 
-
+221 -175 
-3 Months 6:25 p.m. 43.5 -.83 -.061 +270 -205 -.050 
November 23, 1956 6:30 a.m. 36.1 -.10 -.063 +252 -19.3 -.053 10:20 a.m. 40.3 +.40 -.058 +225 -172 -.049 Fall Cycle 2:00 p.m. 38.l 
-·57 -.059 +256 -185 -.049 
5:30 p.m. 35.6 -1.23 -.065 +205 -195 -.056 
10:00 p.m. 29.7 -1.0 -.067 + 85 -220 -.057 
December 16, 1956 7:30 a.m. 36.3 -1.0 -- +243 -165 -1:15 p.m. 39.9 +.63 -.055 +236 -160 -.046 4 Months 7:20 p.m. 35.5 -.87 -.067 +257 -182 -.057 
January 17, 1956 7:10 a.m. 13.8 -1.83 -.067 +345 -220 -.054 
5 Months 10:30 a.m. 23.3 +1.1 -.057 +292 -185 -.046 
Winter Cycle 1:30 p.m. 29.1 +l.07 -.067 +205 -270 -.056 
5:30 p.m. 26.2 -.17 -.069 +235 -180 -.o6o 
11:00 p.m. 21.7 -1.27 -.072 +250 -185 -.062 
February 22, 1957 7:05 a.m. 26.8 -1.0 -.069 +280 -2.31 -.055 1:30 p.m. 47.0 +2.83 -.045 +150 -125 -.OJS 6 Months 7:50 p.m. 40.6 -.57 -.052 +205 -161 -.042 
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APPENDIX I-d IENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Sl&b II A-55500 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surf ace End Slope Adjusted 
of Test or Slab Grad. Length io5 Rad. ~ngt,h Test Temp. (FO) F0/in. Change (in.) South North Change (in.) 
August 21, 1956 7:20 a.m. 69.2 -.8.3 -.004 0 0 -.004 1:40 p.m. 78.3 +l.00 +.006 0 0 +.006 
1 Day 7:00 p.m. 76.2 -.57 +.002 0 0 +.002 
August 23, 1956 8:00 a.m. 71.3 -.so -.004 -1 -l -.004 1:.30 p.m. 79.8 +2 • .33 +.001 -16 +12 -.002 
2 Days I 7:20 p.m. 77.1 -.57 +.001 -6 +l +.001 
7:00 a.m. 70.0 -.17 -.004 +2 -3 -.004 
August 24, 1956 1:32 p.m. 81.2 +l.10 +.004 -14 +18 +.005 
3 Days 6:55 p.m. 88.l +.10 +.008 +3 -4 +.oos 
August 28, 1956 7:30 a.m. 72.0 -.(]'{ -.046 +157 ·147 -.039 1:00 p.m. 93.3 +2.4.3 -.025 +83 -89 -.021 
7 Days 7:00 p.m. 9.3 .3 0 -.030 +164 -158 -.023 
September 4, 1956 7:45 a.m. 68.7 +.03 -.067 + 82 -249 -.055 
14 Days 1:35 p.m. 92.5 +l.57 -.041 +153 -146 -.034 7:30 p.m. 80.8 -.73 -.053 +218 -198 -.044 
7:35 a.m. 66.6 -.07 -.079 +334 -304 -.065 September 11, 1:10 p.m. 78.2 +l.83 -.064 +222 -239 -.054 
1956 21 Days 6:45 p.m. 84.l +.10 -.054 +291 -271 -.041 
September 18, 1956 6:50 a.m. 6o.8 -2.40 -.osa +4.3.3 -400 -.069 1:25 p.m. 83.2 +J.17 -.061 +301 -265 -.049 
2S Dlij's 6:.30 p.m. 81.7 -1.00 -.063 +388 -349 -.047 
APPENDIX I-d LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab H A-55500 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surf ace End Slope Adjusted 
of Test or Slab Grad. Length lo5 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (F0 ) F0/in. Chang~ (iru.) South North Change (in.) ,, __ 





November 23, 1956 10:35 a.m~ 40.4 +.23 -.088 +283 -262 -.076 
3 Months 1:30 p.m. :31.a -.77 -.096 +303 -267 -.083 
Fall Cycle 6:45 a.m. 36.2 -.33 -.096 +305 -'Z'l5 -.083 
5:15 p.m. 35.6 
--73 -.09s +312 -'Zl2 -.085 
10:20 p.m. 29.3 
-·77 -.102 +340 -289 -.088 
December 21, 1956 7:20 a.m. 42.s +.43 -.090 +273 -243 -.07s 
4 Months 1:00 p.m. 44.3 +1.27 -.087 +273 -239 -.075 7:00 p.m. 42.4 -.57 -.090 +278 -253 -.078 
Feb acy 3, 1957 7:00 a.m. 32.7 0 -.098 +271 - 83 -.085 
5 Months 10:45 a.m. 35.6 +l.'Z'{ -.096 +258 -263 -.084 
Winter Cycle 1:15 p.1h. 30.7 +.50 -.095 +253 -248 -.082 
5:50 p.m. 37.s 0 -.099 +293 -272 -.084 
10:30 p.m. 
- -
-.095 +247 -237 -.084 
February 3, 1957 7:05 a.m. 30.7 -.67 -.099 +293 -272 -.084 1:00 p.m. 45.9 +1.77 -.077 +228 -223 -.065 6 Months 8:20 p.m. 36.5 -.078 -.094 +283 -273 -.078 
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APPENDIX I-e LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab # A-8000 
-- I Date and Age Time Average Temp. Sur race End5Slope Adjusted or Test or Slab Grad. !Bngth · 10 Rad. Length 
Test Temo. (FO) t>/in. Chan1Z~-(_~_,J _ South North ChangL{~q,l 
-
August 20, 1956 7:00 a.m. 70.3 -.95 -.006 -2 +9 -.006 
2 Days 4:05 p.m. 75.7 -.41 -.005 +7 -1 -.005 
7:00 a.m. ,5.1 -.82 -.017 +7 -1 -.017 
August 21, 1956 1:00 p.m. B3.2 +3.J6 000 +73 +36 +.00.3 
3 Days 7:25 p.m. s1.5 -.64 -.004 +9 +3 -.004 
-
August 25, 1956 7:30 a.m. 67 -.78 -.021 +28 -00 -.017 1:00 p.m. 86.6 +1.96 +.003 -16 -2 +.002 
7 Days 7:45 p.m. 85.4 -.07 +.003 -116 -217 +.006 
September l, 195~ 7:15 a.m. 70.5 -.82 -.025 +74 -79 -.019 12:30 p.m. 89.3 +1.45 000 +18 
-14 +.001 14 Days 3:30 p.m. 04.9 -.93 -.012 +89 -80 -.005 
September 811956 
7:15 a.m. 58.3 -1.62 -.046 +156 
-:w. -.034 1:05 p.m. 7s.9 +2.80 -.017 +31 
-57 -.014 21 Days 7:10 p.m. 79.2 -.40 -.024 +105 -96 -.014 
September 15, 1956 7:20 a.m. 76.7 -.62 -.030 +158 -146 -.017 1:20 p.m. 92.a +).07 -.004 +40 
-39 -.001 28 Days 7:00 pfm. 89.7 -.55 -.010 +123 -113 -.001 
October 18, 1956 6:30 a.m. 62.4 -.85 -.04; +222 -193 -.030 1:00 p.m. 79.7 +1.93 -.021 +97 -85 -.014 2 Months 7:10 p.m. 72.2 
-.13 -.035 +195 ..::'J:J6 •• ... _ .-.020 . 
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APPENDIX I-e IENGTH CHANGE AND WARPmG DATA 
Slab # A-8000 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surface End5Slope Adjusted ot Test or Slab Grad. Length 10 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (pO) F°/in. Change (in.) South North Change (in.) 
November 17, 1956 7:30 a.m. 49.3 -.73 -.053 +l.31 I -101 -.044 
3 Months 1:08 p.m. 44.9 +1.53 -.039 +73 -54 -.033 6:30 p.m. 38.3 
-.49 -.044 +ll8 -94 -.036 
November 22, 1956 I 7:15 a.m. 30.3 -.127 -.048 +1!6 -76 -.040 10:05 a.m. 40.9 
- .343 -.045 +97 -68 -.039 Fall Cycle 2:00 p.m. 40 0 
-.046 +103 -66 - .. 01Q 
5:00 pJm. 38.3 
- .73 -.048 
10:00 p.m. 35.s -.58 -.053 +108 -79 -.046 
December 16, 1956 7:30 a.m. 37.4 ... 346 - +101 -59 -1:10 p.m. 39.3 + .'Z'/ -.043 +93 -61 -.039 4 Months 7:20 p.m. 36.7 - .sa -.050 +112 -"O -.043 
February 3, 1957 7:10 a.m. 35.2 + .40 -.045 +44 -40 -.042 
5 Months 10:45 a.m. 36.9 + .765 -.044 +46 -45 -.040 
Winter Cycle 1:10 p.m. 37.3 + .5s -.041 +43 -29 -.0)8 
5:35 p.m. 37 + .364 -.041 +53 -29 -.0)8 
10:30 p.m. 37.3 + .42 -.041 +48 -35 -.0)8 
March 6, 1957 A 3s.7 - .127 -.045 +75 -58 -.040 
6 Months B 48 + 1.340 -.032 +53 -14 -.029 c 43.5 - .60 -.042 +79 -62 -.O'Zl 
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APPENDIX I-r IENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab # A-8100 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surface End Slope Adjusted 
ot Test or Slab Grad. Length 105 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (F°) F°/in. Change (in.) South North Change (in.) 
August 21, 1956 2:00 p.m. so.2 +.47 +.004 
- - -
7:45 p.m. 77.4 -.26 +.OCY'/ - - -l Day 
August 22, 1956 7:20 a.m. 69.1 -.65 -.003 0 -20 -.003 1:30 p.m. 77.7 +1.51 +.004 -18 +2 +.004 
2D~ 7:45 p.m. 76.0 -.18 +.oos -12 -2 +.008 
August 23, 1956 7:00 a.m. 70.9 -.31 +.002 -5 -5 +.002 1145 p.m. 91.0 +1.71 +.OlS +11 +20 +.oia 
3 Day 7:36 p.m. 87.7 -.55 +.011 -3 0 +.Oll 
August 27, 1956 8:00 a.m. 72.0 -.13 +.001 +39 -30 +.003 1:35 p.m. 92.0 +2.26 +.010 -10 +7 +.010 
7 Day 8:25 n.m. 87.5 -.24 +.001 +40 -35 +.002 
September 3, 1956 7:00 a.m. 70.0 -.as -.026 +112 -86 -.022 1:30 p.m. 91.5 +2.78 -.004 +29 -11 -.003 
14 Day 7:40 p.m. 87.0 -.49 -.008 +80 I -.005 I -54 
September 10, 1956 7:20 a.m. 62.6 +.18 -.037 +159 -130 -.031 
21 Day 1:05 p.m. 82.5 +2.07 -.015 +49 -26 -.O]J 7:27 p.m. 82.0 
-·Cf/ -.018 +115 -86 -.014 
September 17, 1956 7:00 a.m. 74.0 -1.22 -.031 +195 -165 -.023 
28 Day 12:45 Noon as.1 +1.51 -.008 +91 -58 -.005 7:30 p.m. 83.l -1.09 -.Dl9 +184 -150 -.on 
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APPENDIX I-r LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab # A-8100 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Sur race End5Slope Adjusted 
or Test or Slab Grad. length 10 d. Length Test Temp. (F°) F0/in. Change (in. ) South North Change (in.) 
Ocbober 201 1956 6:25 a.m. 62.7 -.67 -.044 +2.34 -190 
-.034 
2:00 p.m. 69.S +.65 -.OJl +180 -135 -.024 
2 Months 
November 25, 1956 7:30 a.m. ,38.l -.18 -.047 +l4.3 -66 -.042 10:20 a.m. 40.0 0 -.046 +140 -57 -.042 Fall. ~~iQ8 2:00 p.m. 40.1 -.18 -.045 +JJ2 -59 -.041 
5:20 p.m. .37.S -.91 -.045 +l45 -64 -.040 
10:00 p.m. 36.0 -.84 -.048 +139 -69 -.043 
December 21, 1956 7:55 a.m. 43.3 -.05 -.039 +136 -42 -.035 
4 Months 1:30 p.m. 44.9 +.05 -.037 +131 -36 
-.034 
7!215 n.m. L.2.7 -.6o -.042 +JAO -51 -.0.38 
February .3, 1957 7:30 a.m. 34.4 +.44 -.042 +86 -14 -.040 5 Months ll:OO a.m. 
- -
-.040 +84 -5 -.OJS 
Winter Cycle 1:20 p.m. 37.3 +.59 -.040 +65 +3 -.038 
5:45 p.m. 37.0 +.36 -.040 +SO -9 -.038 
10:40 p.m. 37.4 +.49 -.040 +85 -2 -.038 
March 6, 1957 7:25 a.m. 38.5 -.13 -.040 +122 -20 -.037 
6 Months 1:.30 p.J!l •• 4a.o +l.27 -.030 +89 +18 -.028 7:20 p.m. 43.1 + • .36 -.030 +]31 -29 -.026 
R4 
APPENDIX I-g LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab II A-8300 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surf ace End Slope Adjusted or Test or Slab Grad. Length io5 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (F0 ) F°/in. Change (in. ) South North Change (in.) 
August 29, 1956 8:40 a.m. sa.9 - .545 o.oo - - o.oo 1:35 p.m. 09.0 
-· .127 +.001 
- -
+0.001 
1 Day 7:55 p.m. s5.3 - .473 +.002 - - +0.002 
August 30, 1956 B:05 a.m. 79.s -1.10 -.on +7 -8 -.on 1:30 p.m. 93.1 + .49 -.OC1/ +l +6 -.007 
2 Day 7:20 p.m. 82.0 
- .49 -.008 +S -5 -.008 
August 31, 1956 7:15 a.m. 73.9 - • 7'Zl -.014 +16 -10 -.013 12:35 p.m. 79.s + .62 -.015 +8 +10 -.014 
3 Day 7:40 p.m. 82.7 ..... lZ/ -.017 +]J -1 -.017 
. 
67.4 -.046 +86 September 4, 1956 7:10 a.m. ·-1.02 -72 -.042 
-
90.9 +1.40 -.022 +20 
-7 -.022 7 Day 8:00 p.m. 87.4 - .236 -.029 +77 -34 -.026 
September 11, 1956 7:06 a.m. 60.5 - .780 -.057 +147 -105 -.052 12:45 p.m. 7s.7 + .91 -.042 +91 -65 -.039 
14 Dq 7:05 p.m. 84 - .674 -.035 +106 -80 -.031 
September 18, 1956 7:20 a.m. 64.7 -1.69 -.059 +216 -175 -.051 1:05 p.m. 80.4 +1.46 -.036 +106 -80 -.032 
21 Days 6:49 p.m. 82.2 - .055 -.042 +166 -125 -.036 
September 251 1956 
7:20 a.m. 61.2 -l.15 -.059 +~6 ·l32 -.053 
1:15 p.m. 7a.4 +2.18 -.038 +77 -51 -.035 
2S Days 6:30 p.m. 79.s - .42 -.040 +ll5 -Sl -.036 
85 
APPENDIX I-g LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab H A-8300 
Date and A6e Time Average Temp. Surtace End Slope Adjusted 
of Test ot Slab Grad. Length 105 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (F°) F°/in. Change (in. ) South North Change (in. ) 
August 29, 1956 8:40 a.m. 0a.9 - .545 o.oo - - o.oo 1:35 p.m. s9.s - .127 +.001 - - +0.001 l Day 7:55 p.m. 85.3 - .473 +.002 - - +0.002 
August 30, 1956 8:05 a.m. 79.a -1.10 -.on +7 -a -.on 1:30 p.m. 83.l + .49 -.ort/ +l +6 -.007 2 Day 7:20 p.m. 82.0 
- .49 -.008 +8 
-5 -.ooa 
August 31, 1956 7:15 a.m. 73.9 - • 7'J:/ -.014 +16 -10 -.OJJ 12:35 p.m. 79.s + .62 -.015 +8 +10 -.ou. 
3 Day 7:40 p.m. 82.7 
- .lZ/ -.017 +13 -1 -.017 
September 4, 1956 7:10 a.m. 67.4 -1.02 -.046 +86 -72 -.042 
-
90.9 +1.40 -.022 +20 
-7 -.022 7D~ 8:00 p.m. s7.4 - .236 -.029 +77 -34 -.026 
September 11, 1956 7:06 a.m. 60.5 - .780 -.057 +147 -105 -.052 12:45 p.m. 70.7 + .91 -.042 +91 -65 -.039 
14 D91 7:05 p.m. 84 - .674 -.0)5 +106 -80 -.031 
September 18, 1956 7:20 a.m. 64.7 -1.69 -.059 +216 -175 -.051 1:05 p.m. so.4 + 1.46 -.036 +106 -80 -.032 
21D~ 6:49 p.m. e2.2 - .055 -.042 +166 -125 -.036 
September 25, 1956 7:20 a.m.· 61.2 -l.15 -.059 +146 ·132 -.053 1:15 p.m. 7a.4 +2.18 -.038 +77 -51 -.035 2S Days 6:.30 p.m. 79.s - .42 -.040 +115 -81 -.036 
86 
APPENDIX I-h LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab # A-8500 
Date !lld Age Time Average Temp. Surf ace End Slope Adjusted 
ot Test ot Slab Grad. Length 105 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. (F'°) F°/in. Change (in.) South North Change (in.) 
August 25, 1956 6:30 a.m. 7s.i -1.15 -.010 - - -
1 Day 2:15 p.m. 82. -·44 0 - - -7:30 p.m. 81.8 +.13 0 
- - -
August 26, 1956 6:45 a.m. 76.8 -.31 -.005 +12 +20 -.005 
2 Day 1:15 p.m. 03.4 +1.33 +.002 -6 +35 +.001 7:20 p.m. eo.7 -.31 -.005 +4 +21. -.OO'l 
August 27, 1956 7:00 a.m. 74.0 -.lS -.mio +8 +22 -.010 1:10 p.m. 90.6 +2.29 +.006 -.31 +55 -.004 3 Day 8:50 P.m. 86.5 -.55 +.001 +15 -b. +.001 
August 31, 1956 8:00 a.m. 74.06 -.l,3 -.032 +44 -5 -.031 12:10 p.m. 86.5 +2.24 -.014 +9 +29 -.013 7 Da.v 7:00 p.m. 86.6 
-·24 -.033 +49 -20 -.031 
September 7, 1956 7:25 a.m. &J.6 -1.42 -.078 +169 -1.33 -.071 6:00 p.m. 7s.2 -.ll 
-.055 +112 -85 -.051 14 Day 
September 14, 195~ 7:00 a.m. 76.4 .73 -.059 +182 -150 -.051 
21 Day 6:45 p.m. 90.9 +.29 -.04.3 +13.3 -110 -.037 
September 21, 1956 7:08 a.m. 64.4 -l.15 -.077 +2.39 -200 -.067 
2S Day 12:40 p.m. so.1 +2.49 -.051 +99 -98 -.049 6:50 p.m. 83.5 +.05 -.056 +161 -140 -.049 
APPENDIX I-h LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 87 
Slab #A-8500 
Date and Age Time Average Temp. Surface End Slope Adjusted 
or Test of Slab Grad. Length 105 Rad. Length 
Test Temp. {FO) po/in. Change (in,) South North Change (in.) 
October 24, 1956 6:30 a.m. 56.5 -1.16 -.007 +232 -198 -.077 
12:So p.m. 76.a +.24 -.064 +132 -117 -.088 
2 Months 7:00 p.m. 69.3 -.36 -.073 +204 -170 -.065 
November 22, 1956 6:30 a.m. 29.6 -1.69 -.093 +212 -190 -.084 
3 Months ll:lO a.m. 37.2 +.13 -.092 +16.3 -140 -.085 
Fall Cvcle 2:00 p.m. 41.1 +.18 -.092 +159 -129 -.086 
November 22, 1956 
5:10 a.m. 37.1 -1.09 -.097 +185 -154 -.089 
10:25 a.m. J4.6 -.91 -.098 +197 -154 -.090 
3 Months 7:10 p.m. 37.3 -.ss -.om +178 -140 -.090 
December 21, 1956 7:00 a.m. 43.1 +.05 -.087 +160 -117 -.081 1:15 p.m. 45.2 +.05 -.085 +159 -lll+ 
--079 4 Monthe 7:20 p.m. 42.5 
-·42 -.088 +169 -125 -.081 
February 2, 1957 7:15 a.m. 2S -.73 -.098 +151 -185 -.090 
Wintef ~~igs 10:45 a.m. 35 +.73 -.093 +122 -160 -.087 1:35 p.m. 3s.9 +.96 -.ass +184 -lJ5 -.081 
5:45 p.m. 36.1 +.42 -.091 +ll2 -l2.7 -.086 
11:00 p.m. 
- -
-.091 +ll9 -122 -.085 
February 22, 1957 7:00 a.m. 37.9 -.05 -.089 +145 -120 -.08') 
6 Months 1:45 p.m. 42.6 +.91 -.oas +114 -100 -.080 7:30 p.m. 41 -.36 -.089 +149 -115 -.083 
